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The Conversation: Monica West and Kelsey McKinney on writing
religion and disillusionment
Late-night television hasn’t changed a great deal since Johnny
Carson took over The Tonight Show nearly 60 years ago. There’s
been the odd exception, such as Arsenio Hall’s syndicated show
finding ...
'Who we are, not what we are': These trans
and nonbinary teens hope their books will
enlighten the world during Pride
I know when I started out ... I had to
laugh, but in reality, she’s not that far
off. Once you can see those connections to
literature, the world of entertainment
takes on a different hue.” Hopkins ...
After A Decade Of Singles And Behind-The-Scenes Writing, Wrabel Is
Finally Stepping Into The Spotlight
When creating a message, presentation or design, I can edit and ponder,
experiment with word choices, rearrange, overthink, then shuffle again, all
without committing until the final product is ...
Variety’s 10 Storytellers to Watch Spotlights Fresh Voices,
From Novelists to Podcasters, Playwrights and Poets
It’s been a year since I was shot in the face with a tear gas
canister. I remember hearing the shot. When I close my eyes
I can still see the spinning aluminum canister flying toward
me. Like ...
Why does ICarly’s reboot not include Jennette McCurdy?

It's not often that two novels are as aligned as Monica West's Revival Season
and Kelsey McKinney's God Spare the Girls. Both take place within Southern
evangelical communities, with female ...
Twenty One Pilots Talk Embracing the Light on New Album — And
How Their Next LP Might Slip Back Into Darkness
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Photo essay: What these artists and activists want you to know
about their L.A.
We talked with 11-time NBA All-Star Chris Bosh about his new
book, 'Letters to a Young Athlete,' life after basketball, and more.
Desus & Mero And Ziwe Are Pulling Late-Night And Sketch Comedy Into
The 21st Century
The first 5 issues of Slow City Blues are set to debut on Zoop, a new comics
publication platform next Monday, June 7th. In advance of the series’ debut,
writer Samuel Haine and artist ...
Reading, writing and teaching
After writing one story about a goat who had a bad day, she
remembers thinking that she wanted to be a writer. It started out as
a cute, childlike joke, an excuse to use the computer, but years later
...
Slow City Blues Debuting On Zoop: Exclusive Creator Interview
and Trailer
I was writing my notes, writing my letters ... “One thing I have
learned is to allow myself to be human and know I’m not going
to feel 100 percent every single day of the year.

In a year that has seen a blitz of anti-LGBTQ bills, these teens are
thriving and inspiring. And they have written three "A Kids Book
About" books.
How Screenwriter Databases Like Coverfly and The Black List Can Find the
Next Bridgerton
Jeffrey Lo seems to be just about everywhere these days. As if his day job as
TheatreWorks Silicon Valley’s Director of Community Partnerships /
Casting Director weren’t enough, he is also enjoying ...

‘Writing was my way of finding answers to questions and
understanding life’
Not having released a full-length album is definitely my biggest
resentment over the past 11 years working in Los Angeles,” Wrabel
tells American Songwriter. “I’ve made records before, but never like
...
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Mitch Lusas is the head of product at Coverfly, and uses his 17
years of experience in writing, tech, and entertainment to help
companies understand the strengths and weaknesses of their
people, ...
When speaking, words escape her. Writing allows time to ponder, experiment
and edit
Billboard caught up with Twenty One Pilots singer Tyler Joseph to talk about
the band’s new album, Scaled & Icy, their lean into a sunnier, poppier sound
and what might be next for the Ohio duo.
Chris Bosh on His New Book, the Importance of Mental
Toughness, and Being a Basketball Dad
Writer-director Ajitpal Singh, 44, on his debut feature Fire In The
Mountains winning accolades, struggling through his growing up
years, and how the reality of the pandemic has made his recent
script ...
Kevin Curry’s depression almost killed him. Food, fitness and fortitude
brought him back
Meredith Heller and Chula Linda Gemignani have recently published their
new book, “RiverWays: The River Goers’ Guide To River Etiquette.”
“RiverWays” is a book of river etiquette to teach river-goers ...
Obreht: Writing about 'you and the work'
We. See. You!, the second issue of Image, which explores various ways of
seeing the city for what it is. See the full package here. They were ’hood
trading cards. They announced that you were newly ...
BWW Interview: Jeffrey Lo of WRITING FRAGMENTS HOME at
TheatreWorks Silicon Valley Believes in the Power of Storytelling as a
Tool to Foster Empathy
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Ingrid Andress  Singer-songwriter  Platinum-selling singer-
songwriter Andress has “yet to meet [her] fans” due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, but the country music artist has already amassed
a ...
Meet Your Author: ’RiverWays’ by Meredith Heller and Chula
Linda Gemignani
Companies expected to report before the opening bell include Advance
Auto Parts ( AAP ), Donaldson ( DCI) while NetApp ( NTAP ), PVH
Corp ( PVH ), and SpartanNash ( SPTN) are expected to report after ...
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